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and they make tepees and they make their beddings with it*, their clothes
with it* • They make their buffalo shirts, and pants too and moccasins*; They
make all of that they wear for their everyday wear* And of course some of
them there is pretty wise and pretty smart where there's-* - - would be
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better material and better equipment and better things for their families*
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They smart and/wise* And smme of them are laiy, careless and they the
ones that don't have very good clothes* They not dressed neat* They not
dressed like they should be* Now that's the way the olt people did way
back there* Ihd they said that whenever theys a big dance coming on. big
Sun Dance and they worship those Sun Dances* Its* They-hare that and they
get ready* Vhen they get ready.they put on those performances and have a
program* to carry on that* And when they make a Sun Dance, they make a big
arbor* Hg arbor, with* big poles, and cover up all that top and then on the
sides they cover all over - - just that little pathway that goes in there*
And those four men - - there won't be more than four men- - just four men
would go in there' and stay i,n there for four days without eating, without
drinking any water* They don't drink no water, they don't eat nothing for
four days* They-go in there - that's their religion** when they go in
there, they want to bring whatever they go in there for*' They go in there
for some3great purpose - - some good purpose* They go in there and right
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in there they ask for that whatever they go in there for to ask the great
spirit to grant that whatever it might be - whatever they wanted* They
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wanted to get good health, or somebody's sick who wants to be well, or they
needed something that the great>epirit would grant to them - show them
the way to get that so they have that*
( What/do they do in there?)
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